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Module 14: Action-training - Preparing an Information Sharing Session 

Child-friendly Accountability Pillar: Pillar 1 - 3 

Objective of the workshop: To support youth in developing an information-sharing session with adult 
stakeholders or their peers 

 
Where does this module fit in the CFA methodology? 

 

This Action-Workshop should be used to prepare for an information-sharing session with peers and/or 

adult stakeholders. This brief Action-Workshop should be held after Module 7 (laws and policies), 

Module 9 (analyzing gaps in the protection system), and Module 10 (identifying desired change). 

 

What are you trying to achieve? 

 

This Action-Workshop will support youth (and possibly adult stakeholders, depending on the context) in 

preparing for an information-sharing session with adult stakeholders and peers. These information-sharing 

sessions aim to both mobilize the community and build a culture of non-violence over time. 

 

How are you going to achieve this? 

 

At the end of Module 7, this workshop should be held to organize an information-sharing session 

regarding child protection laws and policies. At the end of Module 9, this workshop should be held to 

organize an information-sharing session on child protection actors as well as the gaps in the protection 

system identified by the youth. And, at the end of Module 10, this workshop should be held to organize 

an information-sharing session on the desired change identified by the youth and the action strategy, with 

a particular emphasis on mobilization. 

 

Ideas for Facilitating the Workshop 
 

Duration of the Workshop: one afternoon session 

 

A. Suggested Workshop Activities 

 

Introduction: Begin this workshop by explaining that this Action-Workshop will be held several times 

throughout the CFA cycle. It is an opportunity to plan for information-sharing sessions with adult 

stakeholders and peers (depending on the context, participants may wish to hold separate information-

sharing sessions for adults and youth).  

 

Activity 1: Objective-setting 

 

Objective:   To help participants set objectives for the information-sharing sessions (realization). 

Duration: 1 hour 30 minutes 

Materials: Flip chart paper and markers 

  

Description: As a group, discuss and respond to the following four questions:  

1. What information are we trying to share?  

2. Why do we want to share this information? 

3. Who needs to hear this information? 

4. How much input do we want from this group of people? 
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  Record the participants’ responses on flipchart paper and hang it in the training room. 

 

Activity 2: Designing the Information-Sharing session 

 

Objective:   To support participants in planning and preparing for the information-sharing sessions  

  (realization). 

Duration: 1 hour 30 minutes 

Materials: Results of Activity 1, flipchart paper and markers 

  

Description: As a group, discuss and agree on what kind of information-sharing session is required  

  and what resources will be needed to run this session. Complete the following chart: 

 

Information sharing 
activity 

Preparation required? Who is responsible for this activity? 

   

   

   

   

 

 

 


